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**About EPFL**

Link ([https://www.epfl.ch/](https://www.epfl.ch/))

EPFL is one of the two Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology. With the status of a national school since 1969, the young engineering school has grown in many dimensions, to the extent of becoming one of the most famous European institutions of science and technology.

EPFL is located in Lausanne in Switzerland, on the shores of the largest lake in Europe, Lake Geneva and at the foot of the Alps and Mont-Blanc. Its main campus brings together over 14,000 persons, students, researchers and staff in the same magical place. Because of its dynamism and rich student community, EPFL has been able to create a special spirit imbued with curiosity and simplicity. Daily interactions amongst students, researchers and entrepreneurs on campus give rise to new scientific, technological and architectural projects.

2017-18 QS World University Rankings: 12th (overall)

**About Master Program in Computer Science at EPFL**

Link ([https://ic.epfl.ch/computer-science/master](https://ic.epfl.ch/computer-science/master))

The Master Program offers many optional courses, the possibility to do a specialisation and it will allow students to spend 6 months in an outside company or a research laboratory during an internship. The specialisations offered include foundations of software; data analytics; signal, images and interfaces; information security; networking and mobility; computer engineering; wireless communications; computer science theory; Internet information systems and software systems.

For more information about pursuing master’s studies at EPFL:

Link ([https://master.epfl.ch/page-94489-en.html](https://master.epfl.ch/page-94489-en.html))